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The	contribution	of	repetitive	elements	to	quantitative	human	
traits	is	largely	unknown.	Here	we	report	a	genome-wide	survey	
of	the	contribution	of	short	tandem	repeats	(STRs),	which	
constitute	one	of	the	most	polymorphic	and	abundant	repeat	
classes,	to	gene	expression	in	humans.	Our	survey	identified	
2,060	significant	expression	STRs	(eSTRs).	These	eSTRs	were	
replicable	in	orthogonal	populations	and	expression	assays.	
We	used	variance	partitioning	to	disentangle	the	contribution	
of	eSTRs	from	that	of	linked	SNPs	and	indels	and	found	that	
eSTRs	contribute	10–15%	of	the	cis	heritability	mediated	by	all	
common	variants.	Further	functional	genomic	analyses	showed	
that	eSTRs	are	enriched	in	conserved	regions,	colocalize	
with	regulatory	elements	and	may	modulate	certain	histone	
modifications.	By	analyzing	known	genome-wide	association	
study	(GWAS)	signals	and	searching	for	new	associations	in	
1,685	whole	genomes	from	deeply	phenotyped	individuals,	
we	found	that	eSTRs	are	enriched	in	various	clinically	relevant	
conditions.	These	results	highlight	the	contribution	of	STRs	to	
the	genetic	architecture	of	quantitative	human	traits.	

In recent years, there has been tremendous progress in identify-
ing genetic variants that affect expression of nearby genes, termed 
cis expression quantitative trait loci (cis-eQTLs). Multiple studies  
have shown that disease-associated variants often overlap cis-eQTLs  

in the affected tissue1–3. These observations suggest that understand-
ing the genetic architecture of transcriptomes may provide insights 
into the cellular-level mediators underlying complex traits4–6. So 
far, eQTL mapping studies have mainly focused on SNPs and, to a 
lesser extent, biallelic indels and copy number variations (CNVs) 
as determinants of gene expression7–11. However, these variants do 
not account for all of the heritability of gene expression attributable  
to cis-regulatory elements as measured by twin studies, leaving  
on average about 20–30% of the heritability unexplained8,12.  
It has been speculated that such heritability gaps could indicate 
the involvement of repetitive elements that are not well tagged by  
common SNPs13,14.

To augment the repertoire of eQTL classes, we focused on STRs, 
which constitute one of the most polymorphic and abundant types of 
repetitive elements in the human genome15,16. These loci consist of 
periodic DNA motifs of 2–6 bp spanning a median length of around 
25 bp. There are about 700,000 STR loci covering almost 1% of the 
human genome. Their repetitive structure induces DNA polymerase 
slippage events that add or delete repeat units, resulting in mutation 
rates that are orders of magnitude higher than those for most other 
variant types15,17. Over 40 Mendelian disorders, such as Huntington 
disease, are attributed to STR mutations, with most caused by large 
expansions of trinucleotide coding repeats18.

Several properties of STRs suggest that they may have a regulatory 
role. In vitro studies have shown that STR variations can modulate 
the binding of transcription factors19,20, change the distance between  
promoter elements21,22, alter splicing efficiency23,24 and induce  
irregular DNA structures that may modulate transcription25. In vivo  
experiments have reported specific examples of STR variations 
that control gene expression across a wide range of taxa, including 
Haemophilus influenzae26, Saccharomyces cerevisiae27, Arabidopsis 
thaliana28 and Microtus ochrogaster29. Recent studies reported that 
dinucleotide repeats are a hallmark of enhancers in Drosophila  
melanogaster and are enriched in putative enhancers in humans30. 
Human promoters also disproportionately harbor STRs31, and the 
presence of STRs in promoters or transcribed regions greatly increases 
the divergence of gene expression profiles across great apes32,  
suggesting that STRs have a key role in the evolution of expression. 
Indeed, several candidate gene studies in humans reported that  
STR variations modulate gene expression19,33–37 and alternative  
splicing23,38,39. A recent study found that a GWAS signal for Ewing 
sarcoma is a sequence variant in an AAGG repeat that increases 
binding of the EWSR1-FLI1 oncoprotein, resulting in EGR2  
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overexpression40. Despite the accumulating evidence, there has 
been no systematic evaluation of the contribution of STRs to gene  
expression in humans.

To this end, we conducted a genome-wide analysis of STRs that 
affect expression of nearby genes, termed eSTRs, in lymphoblastoid 
cell lines (LCLs), an ex vivo model commonly used for eQTL studies.  
Next, we used several statistical genetic and functional genomic 
analyses to show that hundreds of these eSTRs are predicted to be 
functional. Finally, we tested the involvement of eSTRs in clinically 
relevant phenotypes.

RESULTS
Initial	genome-wide	discovery	of	eSTRs
Initial genome-wide discovery of potential eSTRs relied on finding 
associations between STR length and expression of nearby genes.  
We focused on 311 European individuals whose LCL expression pro-
files were measured using RNA sequencing by the gEUVADIS9 project 
and whose whole genomes were sequenced by the 1000 Genomes 
Project41. STR genotypes were obtained from our previous study42 
in which we created a catalog of STR variation as part of the 1000 
Genomes Project using lobSTR, a specialized algorithm for profil-
ing STR variations from high-throughput sequencing data43. Briefly, 
lobSTR identifies reads with repetitive sequences that are flanked 
by non-repetitive segments. It then aligns the non-repetitive regions 
to the genome using the STR motif to narrow the search, thereby 
overcoming the gapped alignment problem and conferring alignment 
specificity. Finally, lobSTR aggregates aligned reads and employs a 
model of STR-specific sequencing errors to report the maximum- 
likelihood genotype at each locus. lobSTR recovered most (r2 = 0.71) 
of the variation in STR locus lengths in the 1000 Genomes Project data 
sets, as determined by large-scale validation using 5,000 STR genotype 
calls obtained by capillary electrophoresis, the gold standard for STR 
genotyping42. The majority of genotype errors were from dropout of 
one allele at heterozygote sites due to low sequencing coverage. We 
simulated the performance of STR associations using lobSTR calls 
in comparison to the capillary calls. This process showed that STR 
genotype errors reduce the power to detect eSTRs by 30–50% but, 
notably, do not create spurious associations (Supplementary Fig. 1 
and Supplementary Note).

To detect eSTR associations, we regressed gene expression on STR 
dosage, defined as the sum of the lengths for the two STR alleles in 
each individual. We decided to use this measure because of previous  
findings that reported a linear trend between STR length and gene 
expression19,34,36 or disease phenotypes44,45. As covariates, we 
included sex, population structure and other technical parameters 
(Fig. 1a and Supplementary Note). We employed this process on 
15,000 coding genes whose expression profiles were detected in the 
RNA sequencing data. For each gene, we considered all polymorphic 
STR variations that passed our quality criteria (Online Methods) and 
were within 100 kb of the transcription start and end sites of the 
gene transcripts as annotated by Ensembl46. On average, 13 STR loci 
were tested for each gene (Supplementary Fig. 2), yielding a total of 
190,016 STR × gene tests.

Our analysis identified 2,060 unique protein-coding genes with a 
significant eSTR (gene-level false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 5%) (Fig. 1b  
and Supplementary Data Set 1). The majority of these were di- and  
tetranucleotide STRs (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Only 13 
eSTRs fell in coding exons, but eSTRs were nonetheless strongly 
enriched in 5′ UTRs (P = 1.0 × 10−8), 3′ UTRs (P = 1.7 × 10−9) and 
regions near genes (P < 1 × 10−28) in comparison to all STRs analyzed 
(Supplementary Table 3). Overall, there was no bias in direction of 
effect (Supplementary Table 4). We also repeated the association 
tests with two negative control conditions by regressing expression 
on (i) STR dosages permuted between samples and (ii) STR dosages 
from randomly chosen, unlinked loci (Fig. 1b and Supplementary 
Fig. 3). Both negative controls produced the uniform P-value distri-
butions expected under the null hypothesis of no association. These 
findings provide support for the absence of spurious associations 
due to inflation of the test statistic or the presence of uncorrected 
population structure. To assess the effect of low sequencing coverage  
on our results, we generated high-coverage targeted sequencing data 
for 2,472 promoter STRs and repeated the eSTR analysis (Online 
Methods). We found that the association results were largely repro-
ducible across data sets, with 80% of the eSTRs tested showing the 
same direction of effect as in the original analysis (P = 9.9 × 10−12;  
n = 126) (Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Note). Three pre-
vious reports described candidate gene studies of eSTRs and involved 
STRs that were tested in our framework19,36,47. Our genome-wide  
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Figure 1 eSTR discovery and replication. (a) eSTR discovery pipeline. An association test using linear regression was performed between STR  
dosage and expression level for every STR within 100 kb of a gene. WGS, whole-genome sequencing; RNA-seq, RNA sequencing; C, covariates;  
H0, null hypothesis; H1, alternative hypothesis. (b) Quantile-quantile plot showing results of association tests. The gray line gives the expected P-value 
distribution under the null hypothesis of no association. Black dots give P values for permuted controls, and red dots give the results of the observed 
association tests. (c) Comparison of eSTR effect sizes as Pearson correlations in the discovery data set versus the replication data set. Red points 
denote eSTRs whose directions of effect were concordant in the two data sets, and gray points denote eSTRs with discordant directions of effect.
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approach was able to replicate the association between TP5313 and 
the pentanucleotide STR in the 5′ UTR of the gene and showed the 
same direction of effect. However, the associations for the other two 
candidate genes did not meet the multiple hypothesis–corrected P-
value threshold (Supplementary Table 5).

The initial discovery set of eSTRs was largely reproducible in an 
independent set of individuals using orthogonal expression assay 
technology. We obtained an additional set of over 200 individuals 
whose genomes were also sequenced as part of the 1000 Genomes 
Project and whose LCL expression profiles were measured by Illumina 
expression array48. These individuals belong to cohorts with African, 
Asian, European and Mexican ancestry, enabling testing of associa-
tions in a largely distinct set of populations. The Illumina expression 
array allowed us to test 882 eSTRs of the 2,060 identified above. The 
association signals of 734 of the 882 (83%) eSTRs tested showed the 
same direction of effect in both data sets (sign-test P = 2.7 × 10−94), 
and the effect sizes were strongly correlated (R = 0.73, P = 1.4 × 10−149) 
(Fig. 1c), despite only moderate reproducibility of expression profiles 
across platforms (Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Note). 
For comparison, only 54% of non-eSTRs showed the same direction 
of effect in both data sets, close to the expected value of 50% for null 
associations. Overall, these results show that eSTR association sig-
nals are robust and reproducible across populations and expression  
assay technologies.

Partitioning	the	contribution	of	eSTRs	and	nearby	variants
An important question is whether eSTR association signals stem  
from causal STR loci or are merely due to tagging SNPs or other 
variants in linkage disequilibrium (LD). Previous results reported 
that the average STR-SNP LD is approximately half of the traditional 
SNP-SNP LD42,49,50, but there are known examples of STRs tagging 
GWAS SNPs51.

To address this question, we partitioned the relative contributions 
of eSTRs versus those of all common (minor allele frequency (MAF) 
≥1%) biallelic SNPs, indels and structural variants in the cis region 
of each gene using a linear mixed model (LMM) (Fig. 2a). Multiple 
studies have used this approach to measure the total contribution 
of common variants to the heritability of quantitative traits and to 
partition the contributions of different classes of variants52,53. Taking 
a similar approach, we included two types of effects for each gene: a 
random effect (hb

2 ), which captures all common biallelic loci detected 
within 100 kb of the gene, and a fixed effect (hSTR2 ), which captures 
the lead STR. To test whether other causal variants in the local region 
could inflate the estimate of the STR contribution, we simulated gene 
expression with one or two causal SNP eQTLs per gene while preserv-
ing the local haplotype structure. In this negative-control scenario, 
the LMM correctly reported median h hcisSTR

2 2 0/ ≈  across all conditions 
(Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7, and Supplementary Note), where  
h h hcis
2 2 2= +b STR. This suggests that other causal variants in LD do not 

inflate the estimates of the relative contribution of STRs. However, 
simulations based on capillary electrophoresis data suggest that the 
variance explained by STRs is downwardly biased in the presence of 

genotyping errors (Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Note), 
suggesting that the reported hSTR2  is likely to be conservative.

The LMM results showed that eSTRs contribute about 12% of 
the genetic variance attributed to common cis polymorphisms. For 
genes with a significant eSTR, the median hSTR2  was 1.80%, whereas 
the median hb

2  was 12.0% (Fig. 2b), with a median h hcisSTR
2 2/  ratio 

of 12.3% (95% confidence interval (CI) = 11.1–14.2%; n = 1,928)  
(Supplementary Table 6). We repeated the same analysis for  
genes with at least moderate (≥5%) cis heritability (Online Methods), 
regardless of the presence of a significant eSTR in the discovery set. 
The motivation for this analysis was to avoid potential winner’s 
curse54 and to obtain a transcriptome-wide perspective on the role of  
STRs in gene expression (Fig. 2c). In this set of genes, eSTRs con-
tributed about 13% (95% CI = 12.2–13.5%; n = 6,272) of the genetic 
variance attributed to common polymorphisms in cis. The median  
hSTR
2  was 1.45% of the total variance in expression, whereas the 

median hb
2  was 9.10% (Supplementary Table 6). Repeating the 

analysis performed while considering STRs as a random effect gave 
highly similar results (Supplementary Fig. 9, Supplementary Table 7  
and Supplementary Note). Considering these results together, this 
analysis shows that STR variations explain a sizeable component of 
variation in gene expression after controlling for all variants that are 
well tagged by common biallelic markers in the cis region.

The	effect	of	eSTRs	in	the	context	of	individual	SNP	eQTLs
To further assess the contribution of eSTRs in the context of other vari-
ants, we also inspected the relationship between eSTRs and individual 
cis SNP eQTLs (eSNPs). We performed a traditional eQTL analysis 
using whole-genome sequencing data for 311 individuals who were part 
of the discovery set to identify common eSNPs (MAF ≥5%) within 100 
kb of each gene. This process identified 4,290 genes with an eSNP (gene-
level FDR ≤ 5%). We then reanalyzed the eSTR association signals while 
conditioning on the genotype of the most significant eSNP for each 
gene (Fig. 3a). For each eSTR, we ascertained the subset of individu-
als who were homozygous for the major allele of the lead eSNP in the 
region. If the eSTR simply tags this eSNP, its effect when conditioned 
on that of the eSNP should be randomly distributed in comparison to 
its unconditioned effect. Alternatively, if the eSTR is causal, the direc-
tion of the conditioned effect should match that of the unconditioned  
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Figure 2 Variance partitioning using linear mixed models. (a) The 
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effect. We conducted this analysis for eSTR loci where at least 25 
individuals were homozygous for the lead eSNP and for which these 
individuals had at least two unique STR genotypes (1,856 loci). After 
conditioning on the lead eSNP, the direction of effect for 1,395 loci 
(75%) was identical to that in the original analysis (sign-test P < 4.2 × 
10−109) and the effect sizes from the two analyses were significantly cor-
related (R = 0.52, P = 3.2 × 10−130) (Fig. 3b). This result further supports 
the additional role of eSTRs beyond that of traditional cis-eQTLs.

We also found that hundreds of eSTRs in the discovery set provide 
additional explanatory value for gene expression beyond that provided 
by the lead eSNP. Model comparison using ANOVA showed that, for 
23% of the cases, a model with an eSTR significantly improved the 
variance in gene expression explained over the model considering 
only the lead eSNP (FDR < 5%) (Fig. 3c–e and Online Methods).  
In combination with the 183 genes with an eSTR but no significant 
eSNP, these results show that at least 30% of the eSTRs identified by 
our initial scan cannot be fully attributed to tagging of the lead eSNP. 
Given the reduced quality of STR genotypes in comparison to SNP 
genotypes, this analysis is likely to underestimate the true contribu-
tion of STRs. Nonetheless, our results provide concrete examples for 
hundreds of associations in which an eSTR increases the variance 
explained by a lead eSNP.

Integrative	genomic	evidence	for	a	functional	role	of	eSTRs
To provide further evidence of the regulatory role of eSTRs, we 
analyzed them in the context of functional genomics data. First, we 
assessed the potential functionality of STR regions by measuring 

signatures of purifying selection, as previous studies reported that 
putatively causal eSNPs are slightly enriched in conserved regions55. 
We inspected sequence conservation56 across 46 vertebrates in the 
sequences upstream and downstream of the eSTRs in our discov-
ery data set (Fig. 4a). To tune the null expectation, we matched 
each tested eSTR to a random STR that did not reach significance 
in the association analysis but had a similar distance to the nearest  
transcription start site (TSS). The average conservation level of the 
1-kb window centered on each eSTR was slightly but significantly 
higher (P < 0.03) than for a comparable region for the control STR. 
Tightening the window size to shorter stretches of ±50 bp resulted in 
a more significant contrast in the conservation scores of the eSTRs 
versus the control STRs (P < 0.01) (Fig. 4a, inset), indicating that the 
excess in conservation comes from the vicinity of the eSTR loci. Taken 
together, these results show that the eSTRs discovered by our associa-
tion pipeline reside in regions exposed to relatively higher purifying 
selection, further suggesting a functional role.

eSTRs substantially colocalize with functional elements. They show 
the strongest enrichment closest to TSSs (Fig. 4b) and, to a lesser 
extent, in or near predicted enhancers (Supplementary Fig. 10).  
We also investigated the colocalization of eSTRs with histone modifica-
tions as annotated by the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) 
Consortium7 in LCLs. eSTRs were strongly enriched in peaks for  
histone modifications associated with regulatory regions (trimethylation  
of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) and acetylation of histone H3 at 
lysine 27 (H3K27ac) and lysine 9 (H3K9ac)) and transcribed regions 
(trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 36 (H3K36me3)) and were 
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depleted in repressed regions (trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 
27 (H3K27me3)) (Fig. 4b). To test the significance of these signals, 
we constructed a null distribution for each histone modification 
by measuring the colocalization of eSTRs with randomly shifted  
histone peaks, similar to the procedure used by Trynka et al.57.  
This null distribution controls for the co-occurrence of eSTRs and his-
tone peaks due to their proximity to other causal variants. We found 
that eSTR–histone peak colocalizations were significant (weakest  
P value < 0.01) after the peak-shifting procedure, suggesting that these 
results stem from the eSTRs themselves (Supplementary Table 8). We 
also performed a peak-shifting analysis using ChromHMM annota-
tions58 (Fig. 4c), which indicated that eSTRs are most strongly enriched 
in weak promoters (P < 0.002) and weak enhancers (P < 0.004).  
Again, this analysis shows overlap of eSTRs with elements that are 
predicted to regulate gene expression.

We also found that variations in eSTR length seem to modulate  
the presence of certain histone marks (Online Methods and 
Supplementary Fig. 11). We introduced different eSTR alleles to 
GERV59, a machine learning approach that examines the effect of 
DNA sequence on histone marks. This process found that eSTRs have 
significantly greater effects than control STRs on predicted regulatory  
regions (H3K4me3, P = 0.00109; DNase I hypersensitivity, P = 0.00045;  
H3K9ac, P = 0.00462) and transcribed regions (H3K36me3, P = 0.01336).  
These results are consistent with the analysis of chromatin modifi-
cations above. Notably, because the input material for this analysis 
is solely STR variations that are independent of any linked vari-
ants, these results provide an orthogonal piece of evidence for the  
functionality of eSTRs and suggest histone mark modulation as a 
potential mechanism.

The	potential	role	of	eSTRs	in	human	conditions
Encouraged by the evidence for the regulatory role of eSTRs, we 
wondered about their potential involvement in clinically relevant 
conditions. First, we tested whether genes implicated by previous 
GWAS listed in the National Human Genome Research Institute 
(NHGRI) GWAS catalog60 are enriched for eSTR-associated genes. 
We focused on seven complex disorders: rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s 
disease, type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, blood pressure, bipolar dis-
order and coronary artery disease. The first three conditions have a 
strong autoimmune component, rendering them more relevant to 
the LCL data used for eSTR discovery. To create a proper null, we 
compared the overlap of genes with an eSTR to randomly chosen sets 

of genes matched to the tested GWAS genes on the basis of both gene  
expression level in LCLs and cis heritability.

We found that GWAS genes for Crohn’s disease were significantly 
(P < 0.001) enriched for eSTR hits (Fig. 5a and Supplementary 
Fig. 12). Moderate enrichment for eSTRs (P = 0.074) was found in 
GWAS genes for rheumatoid arthritis, consistent with the known 
role of immune function in these traits. Enrichments were 2–3 times 
higher for autoimmune diseases than for the other conditions (average 
overlap of 6%). Interestingly, for seven overlapping genes, the eSTRs 
explained more variance in gene expression than the lead eSNP for 
the gene. Furthermore, for close to 30 genes, a joint model of the 
lead eSTR and eSNP explained significantly more variance in gene 
expression than the eSNP alone, raising the possibility of an etiologi-
cal role for the eSTR.

Next, we performed an association study using eSTRs to further 
test the hypothesis that eSTRs underlie clinically relevant phenotypes. 
For this analysis, we turned to ~1,700 unrelated individuals who were 
sequenced to medium coverage (6×) with 100-bp paired-end reads 
using Illumina sequencing as part of the TwinsUK cohort of the 
UK10K project61 and were phenotyped for a wide array of quantitative  
traits, primarily blood metabolites and anthropometric traits. 
Although most of these traits are not directly related to the immune 
system, we hypothesized that, similar to other eQTLs3, some of the 
discovered eSTRs are shared across tissues and could have a role in 
additional tissues. After genotyping STRs with lobSTR, we tested for 
association between eSTRs and each of the 38 reported phenotypes 
while controlling for sex, age and population structure. To enrich for 
STR loci that are likely to be causal for variation in gene expression, we 
restricted analysis to eSTRs that significantly improved the explained 
variance in gene expression over a model with the lead eSNP alone.  
In total, we obtained 499 eSTRs after applying this condition and 
excluding eSTRs that were genotyped in <1,000 individuals.

We identified 12 significant associations (FDR per phenotype  
< 10%) between eSTRs and the clinical phenotypes in the TwinsUK 
data (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 9). Only one association over-
lapped a known GWAS hit—an AAAC repeat at 4p16 was associated 
with decreased expression of SLC2A9 and increased uric acid con-
centration in serum samples from TwinsUK, matching results from 
previous studies with SNPs62–65. The other 11 associations involved 
changes in blood metabolites, such as albumin and C-reactive protein  
levels, and physical traits, such as diastolic blood pressure and FEV1 
lung function, and have yet to be described in GWAS catalogs,  
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Figure 4 Conservation and epigenetic analysis of eSTR loci. (a) Median phyloP conservation score as a function of distance from the STR. Red, eSTR 
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function of window size around the STR. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. (b) Probability that an STR scores as an eSTR in the discovery set as a 
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significantly modulated the probability that an STR is an eSTR. (c) Enrichment of eSTRs in different chromatin states.
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suggesting new loci. We caution that full validation of each of these 
associations will require replication in additional cohorts. Nonetheless, 
as we were mainly interested in the overall trend for eSTRs, we 
repeated the association of the 38 phenotypes in the TwinsUK cohort 
with a similar number of random STR loci matched on the basis of 
distance to the TSS, repeat motif and number of genotyped samples.  
One hundred rounds of bootstrapping showed that eSTRs produced 
significantly more associations than the matched STR controls (mean 
for controls, 6.8 associations at FDR <10%; z-test P < 1.8 × 10−16). 
Repeating this test with a more stringent FDR cutoff of 5% gave a  
similar picture: the eSTRs produced six associations passing this 
threshold (Supplementary Table 9), significantly more that the 
matched STR controls (mean for controls of 3.2 associations at FDR 
<5%; P < 1.1 × 10−5). Taken together, our results show that eSTR 
signals are enriched in clinical phenotypes, both in known and poten-
tially novel GWAS hits. These results could inform future efforts for 
disease mapping studies.

DISCUSSION
Repetitive elements have often been considered as neutral, with no 
phenotypic consequences16. Together with the technical difficulties 
in analyzing these regions, this notion has led large-scale genetic 
studies to largely overlook the potential contribution of repeats to 
human phenotypes. Our study focused on STRs, one of the most 
polymorphic classes of loci that comprise 1% of the human genome. 
Despite STRs being less abundant than SNPs, previous studies have 
shown that they are enriched in promoters and enhancers, where 
they frequently induce multiple–base pair variations, increasing the 
prior expectation of their ability to explain variation in gene expres-
sion. Following on these observations, we conducted a genome-wide 
scan for the contribution of STRs to gene expression. Our scan iden-
tified over 2,000 potential eSTRs and found that eSTRs contribute 
on average about 10–15% of the cis heritability of gene expression 
attributed to common (MAF ≥1%) polymorphisms. Functional 
genomics analyses provided further support for the predicted causal 
role of eSTRs. Finally, we found that eSTRs are enriched in clinically 
relevant phenotypes.

We hypothesize that there are more eSTRs to find in the  
genome, as our analysis had several technical limitations. First, the 
higher genotyping error rates for STRs in comparison to SNPs limited 
our power to detect eSTRs and likely downwardly biased their esti-
mated contribution in the LMM and ANOVA analyses. In addition, 
about 10% of STR loci in the genome could not be analyzed because 
they are too long to be spanned by current sequencing read lengths42. 
Second, on the basis of previous findings in humans19,34,36, our  

association tests focused on a linear relationship between STR  
length and gene expression. However, experimental work in  
yeast reported that certain loci exhibit nonlinear relationships 
between STR length and expression27, which are unlikely to be  
captured in our current analysis. Finally, our association pipeline 
takes into account only the length polymorphisms of STRs and does 
not distinguish the effect of sequence variations inside STR alleles 
with identical lengths (dubbed homoplastic alleles66). Addressing  
these technical complexities would likely require phased STR  
haplotypes and longer sequence reads, which are currently  
unavailable, for large sample sizes. We envision that recent advance-
ments in sequencing technologies67 will further expand the catalog 
of eSTRs.

Despite these technical limitations, our findings show that repeti-
tive elements in the human genome extensively contribute to variation 
in expression and are enriched in clinically relevant phenotypes. Our 
results are consistent with a recent study that reported that haplotypes 
of common SNPs, which capture genetic variants poorly tagged by 
current genotype panels, can explain substantially more heritabil-
ity than common SNPs alone68. We anticipate that integrating the 
analysis of repetitive elements, specifically STR variations, will explain 
additional heritability and will lead to the discovery of new genetic 
variants relevant to human conditions.

URLs. lobSTR, http://lobstr.teamerlich.org; gEUVADIS,  
http://www.geuvadis.org/; 1000 Genomes Project Phase 1 genotypes, 
ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/release/20110521/; 
HapMap Consortium draft release 3 genotypes, ftp://ftp.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/hapmap/genotypes/hapmap3_r3/plink_format/; 
liftOver, http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver; European 
Molecular Biology Laboratory, European Bioinformatics Institute 
(EMBL-EBI), http://www.ebi.ac.uk/; phyloP track for hg19, ftp://
hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/database/phyloP46way-
Placental.txt.gz; UCSC Genome Browser, http://genome.ucsc.edu/; 
ENCODE chromatin state track for GM12878, http://hgdownload.
cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeBroadHmm/ 
wgEncodeBroadHmmGm12878HMM.bed.gz; ENCODE histone mod-
ification peaks for GM12878, http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/golden-
Path/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeBroadHistone/; National Human 
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) GWAS catalog, https://www.
genome.gov/26525384; qvalue R package, https://www.bioconductor. 
org/packages/release/bioc/html/qvalue.html; statsmodels Python 
package, http://statsmodels.sourceforge.net/. Code and data used for 
this manuscript are available on Github at https://github.com/mgymrek/
estrs under the GPLv3 license.
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METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the online 
version of the paper.
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ONLINE	METHODS
Genotype data sets. lobSTR genotypes were generated for the phase 1 individuals 
from the 1000 Genomes Project as described in ref. 42. Variants from the 1000 
Genomes Project phase 1 release were downloaded in VCF format from the project 
website. HapMap genotypes were used to correct association tests for population 
structure. Genotypes for 1.3 million SNPs were downloaded for draft release 3 
from the HapMap Consortium. SNPs were converted to hg19 coordinates using 
the liftOver tool and filtered using PLINK69 to include only individuals for whom 
both expression array data and STR calls were available. Throughout this manu-
script, all coordinates and genomic data are referenced according to hg19.

Targeted sequencing of promoter region STRs. We applied a previously pub-
lished method using capture and high-throughput sequencing70 to sequence 
2,472 STRs located in gene promoters (TSS ± 1 kb) in 120 HapMap individuals 
of European (58 CEU individuals) and African (62 YRI individuals) ancestry. 
Briefly, the method uses a custom NimbleGen EZ Capture system to enrich 
the genomic sequence flanking and sometimes including the target STRs to 
be genotyped before sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument.  
We multiplexed 24 individuals per sequencing lane and used 100-bp single-end 
reads. We used lobSTR version 3.0.3 to genotype STRs in these samples.

Expression data sets. RNA sequencing data sets from 311 HapMap LCLs for 
which STR and SNP genotypes were also available were obtained from the 
gEUVADIS Consortium (EMBL-EBI ArrayExpress experiment E-GEUV-1). 
Raw FASTQ files containing paired-end 100-bp Illumina reads were down-
loaded from the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). The hg19 Ensembl 
transcriptome annotation was downloaded as a GTF file from the UCSC 
Genome Browser71,72 ensGene table. The RNA sequencing reads were mapped 
to the Ensembl transcriptome using TopHat v2.0.7 (ref. 73) with default param-
eters. Gene expression levels were quantified using Cufflinks v2.0.2 (ref. 74) 
with default parameters and supplied with the GTF file for Ensembl reference  
version 71. Genes with median fragments per kilobase of transcript per million 
mapped reads (FPKM) values of 0 were removed, leaving 23,803 genes. We 
restricted analysis to protein-coding genes, including 15,304 unique Ensembl 
genes. Expression values were quantile normalized to a standard normal  
distribution for each gene.

The replication set consisted of Illumina Human-6 v2 Expression BeadChip 
data from 730 HapMap LCLs from the EBI website (EMBL-EBI ArrayExpress 
experiment E-MTAB-264). These data sets contain two replicates each for 
730 unrelated individuals from eight HapMap populations (YRI, CEU, CHB, 
JPT, GIH, MEX, MKK and LWK) and were generated as described by Stranger 
et al.75. Background-corrected and summarized probe set intensities (from 
Illumina software) contained values for 7,655 probes. Additionally, probes 
containing common SNPs were removed76. Only probes with a one-to-one 
correspondence with Ensembl gene identifiers were retained. We removed 
probes with low concordance across replicates (Spearman correlation ≤0.5). 
In total, we obtained 5,388 probes for downstream analysis.

Each probe was quantile normalized to a standard normal distribution across all 
individuals separately for each replicate and then averaged across replicates. These 
values were quantile normalized to a standard normal distribution for each probe.

eQTL association testing. Expression values were adjusted for individual sex, 
individual population membership, gene expression heterogeneity and population 
structure (Supplementary Note). Adjusted expression values were used as input 
to the eSTR analysis. To restrict to STR loci with high-quality calls, we filtered the 
call set to contain only loci where at least 50 of the 311 samples had a genotype call. 
To avoid outlier genotypes that could skew the association analysis, we removed 
any genotypes seen fewer than three times. If only a single genotype was seen 
more than three times, the locus was discarded. To increase our power, we further 
restricted analysis to the most polymorphic loci with a heterozygosity of at least 0.3.  
This left 80,980 STRs within 100 kb of a gene expressed in our LCL data set.

A linear model was used to test for association between normalized STR 
dosage and expression for each STR within 100 kb of a gene. Dosage was 
defined as the sum of the deviations in the STR allele lengths from the hg19 
reference sequence. For example, if the hg19 reference for an STR is 20 bp and 
the two alleles called are 22 bp and 16 bp, the dosage is equal to (22 – 20) + 
(16 – 20) = −2 bp. STR genotypes were z score normalized to have a mean of 0 

and a variance of 1. For genes with multiple transcripts, we defined the tran-
scribed region as the maximal region spanned by the union of all transcripts.  
The linear model for each gene is given by: 

  
y xg g j g j j g= + +a b , ,e

 

where 

y y y yg g g g n

T
= …( ), , ,, , ,1 2 , with yg,i being the normalized covariate-

corrected expression of gene g in individual i and n being the number of 
individuals, αg is the mean expression level of individuals homozygous for the 
reference allele, βj,g is the effect of the allelic dosage of STR locus j on gene g, 


…x x xj j j n
T

= ( ), ,, ,1 , with xj,i being the normalized allelic dosage of STR locus 

j in the ith individual, and 

e j g,  is a random vector of length n whose entries 

are drawn from N j g0 2, , ,se( ) , with se , ,j g
2  being the unexplained variance after 

regressing locus j on gene g. The association was performed using the OLS 
function from the Python statsmodels package. For each comparison, we tested 
H0: βj,g = 0 versus H1: βj,g ≠ 0 using a standard t test. We controlled for a gene-
level FDR of 5%.

Controlling for gene-level false discovery rate. We controlled for a gene-
level FDR of 5%, assuming that most genes have at most a single causal eSTR. 
For each gene, we determined the STR association with the best P value. This  
P value was adjusted using a Bonferroni correction for the number of STRs 
tested per gene to give a P value for observing a single eSTR association for each 
gene. Performing separate permutations for each gene was computationally 
infeasible and was found to give similar results to a simple Bonferroni correc-
tion on a subset of genes. We then used this list of adjusted P values as input to 
the qvalue R package to determine all genes with an FDR of at most 5%.

Partitioning heritability using linear mixed models. For each gene, we used 
an LMM to partition heritability between the lead explanatory STR and other 
cis variants. We used a model of the form:

   
y x ug g j g j g j g= + + +a b , ,e

where 

yg , a g, b j g, , 


x j  and 


e j g,  are as described above, 


ug  is a vector of 

length n of random effects and 

u Kg ug g~ ,MVN 0 2s( ), with sug

2  being the 

percent of phenotypic variance explained by cis biallelic variants for gene g 
and Kg being a standardized n × n identity-by-state (IBS) relatedness matrix 
constructed using all common biallelic variants (MAF ≥1%) reported by 
phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes Project within 100 kb of gene g. Kg includes 
SNPs, indels and several biallelic structural variants and is constructed 

as K p x
x x x xg

i

p

i
i n i i n i

T= ( ) − ( )( ) − ( )( )
=
∑1 1 1 1
0 var

mean mean
   

, where p is the total 

number of variants considered, 

xi  is a vector of length n of genotypes for 

variant i and 1n is a vector of length n of ones. Note that the mean diagonal 
element of Kg is equal to 1.

We used the GCTA program77 to determine the restricted maximum-likeli-
hood (REML) of estimates βj,g and sug

2 . To obtain unbiased values of sug
2 , the 

--reml-no-constrain option was used.
We used the resulting estimates to determine the variance explained by the 

STR and the cis region. We can write the overall phenotypic variance-covari-
ance matrix as: 

var var
 
y x K Ig j g j ug g j g n( ) = ( ) + +b s se, ,

2 2 2

 

where var

yg( )  is an n × n expression variance-covariance matrix with diagonal  

elements equal to 1 because expression values for each gene were normalized 
to have a mean of 0 and variance of 1 and In is the n × n identity matrix.

This equation shows the relationship: 

s sep STR
2 2 2 2= + +h hb  

where sp
2  is the phenotypic variance, which is equal to 1; hSTR

2  is the 

variance explained by the STR, which is equal to b bj g j j gx, ,
2 2var

( ) =  because 
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the STR genotypes were scaled to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1; and  
hb
2  is the variance explained by biallelic variants in the cis region. hb

2  is  
approximately equal to sug

2
 because the local IBS matrix Kg has a mean  

diagonal value of 1.
We estimated the percent of phenotypic variance explained by STRs, 

b j g,
2 , using the unbiased estimator ˆ ˆ

, ,h E j g j gSTR SE2 2 2 2= 



 = −b b , where ˆ

,b j g  
is the estimate of βj,g returned by GCTA and SE is the standard error on the 
estimate, using the fact that ˆ ~ ,, ,b bj g j gN SE( ) . We estimated the percent 
of phenotypic variance explained by biallelic markers as ĥb

2 . Note that, for 
this analysis, the STR was treated as a fixed effect. We also reran the analysis 
treating the STR as a random effect and found very little change in the results 
(Supplementary Note).

Results are reported for all eSTR-containing genes and for all genes  
with moderate total cis heritability, which we define as genes where 
h hSTR b
2 2 0 05+ ≥ . . We used this approach as, to our knowledge, there are no 

published results about the cis heritability of expression for individual genes in 
LCLs from twin studies. We used 10,000 bootstrap samples of each distribution 
to generate 95% confidence intervals for the medians.

Comparing to the lead eSNP. We identified eSNPs using SNPs with MAF 
≥1% as reported by phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes Project. We used an identi-
cal pipeline to our eSTR analysis to identify eSNPs after replacing the vector  
x j  with a vector of SNP genotypes (0, 1 or 2 reference alleles) that was z score 
normalized to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. To determine whether 
our eSTR signal was independent of the lead eSNP at each gene, we repeated 
association tests between STR dosages and expression levels while holding the 
genotype of the SNP with the most significant association to that gene con-
stant. For this analysis, we identified all samples at each gene that were either 
homozygous reference or homozygous non-reference for the lead SNP. For 
the SNP allele with more homozygous samples, we repeated the eSTR linear 
regression analysis and determined the sign and magnitude of the slope. We 
removed any genes for which there were fewer than 25 samples homozygous 
for the SNP genotype or for which there was no STR variation after holding the 
SNP constant, leaving 1,856 genes for analysis. We used a sign test to determine 
whether the directions of effect before and after conditioning on the lead SNP 
were more concordant than expected by chance.

We used model comparison to determine whether eSTRs could explain 
additional variation in gene expression beyond that explained by the lead eSNP 
for each gene. For each gene with a significant eSTR and eSNP, we analyzed 
the ability of two models to explain gene expression:

Model1(eSNPonly) eSNP eSNP: , , ,
  
y xg g g g j g= + +a b e  

Model2(jointeSNP + eSTR) eSNP eSNP eSTR eST: , , ,
  
y x xg g g g g= + +a b b RR, ,g j g+


e  

where αg is the mean expression value for the reference haplotype, 

yg is a 

vector of expression values for gene g, βeSNP,g is the effect of the eSNP on 
gene g, βeSTR,g is the effect of the eSTR on gene g, 


x geSNP,  is a vector of geno-

types for the lead eSNP for gene g, x geSTR,  is a vector of genotypes for the 
best eSTR for gene g and 


e j g,  represents the residual term. A major caveat is 

that the eSNP data set has significantly more power to detect associations 
than the eSTR data set owing to the lower quality of the STR genotype panel 
(Supplementary Note), and this analysis is therefore likely to underestimate 
the true contribution of STRs to gene expression. We used ANOVA to test 
whether the joint model performed significantly better than the SNP-only 
model. We obtained the ANOVA P value for each gene and used the qvalue 
package in R to determine the FDR.

Conservation analysis. Sequence conservation around STRs was determined 
using the phyloP track available from the UCSC Genome Browser. To calcu-
late the significance of the increase in conservation at eSTRs, we compared 
the mean phyloP score for each eSTR to that for 1,000 random sets of STRs 
with matched distributions of distance to the nearest TSS. For each STR, we 
determined the mean phyloP score for a given window size centered on the 
STR. The P value given represents the percentage of random sets whose mean 
phyloP score was greater than the mean score for the observed eSTR set.

Enrichment of STRs and eSTRs in predicted enhancers. H3K27ac peak  
data produced by the ENCODE Project7 were used to determine predicted 
enhancers in GM12878. Peaks were downloaded from the UCSC Genome 
Browser and converted to hg19 coordinates using the liftOver tool. Any peak 
overlapping with sequence within 3 kb of a TSS was removed to exclude  
promoter regions from the analysis.

Enrichment in histone modification peaks. Chromatin state and histone 
modification peak annotations generated by the ENCODE Consortium for 
GM12878 were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser. Because vari-
ants involved in regulating gene expression are more likely to fall near genes 
than randomly chosen variants, naive enrichment tests of eSTRs versus ran-
domly chosen control regions may return strong enrichments simply because 
of the proximity of eSTRs to genes. To account for this, we randomly shifted 
the location of eSTRs by a distance drawn from the distribution of distances 
between the best STR and lead SNP for each gene. We repeated this process 
1,000 times. For each set of permuted eSTR locations, we generated null dis-
tributions by determining the percentage of STRs overlapping each annota-
tion. We used these null distributions to calculate empirical P values for the 
enrichment of eSTRs in each annotation.

Effects of eSTRs on modulating regulatory elements. One potential mecha-
nism by which eSTRs may act is by modulating epigenetic properties. The 
GERV (Generative Evaluation of Regulatory Variants)59 model predicts 
the results of chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq) 
experiments directly from genomic sequences and optional covariates such as 
DNase-seq data. We used the non-covariate version of this technique to assess 
the effect of STR variations on the occupancy of chromatin marks.

GERV builds on a k-mer–based statistical model to predict the signal of 
ChIP-seq experiments from a DNA sequence context. Briefly, the model con-
siders that each k-mer has a spatial effect on ChIP-seq read counts in a window 
of [−M, M – 1] bp centered at the start of the k-mer. The read count at a given 
base is then modeled as the log-linear combination of the effects of all k-mers 
whose effect ranges cover that base, where k ranges from 1 to 8.

For each eSTR in our data set, we generated sequences representing each 
observed allele. We filtered out STRs with interruptions in the repeat motif 
because the sequence for different allele lengths is ambiguous for these loci. 
For each mark, we used the model to predict the read count for each allele in 
a window of ±M bp from the STR boundaries, where M was set to 1,000 for 
all marks except p300, for which M was set to 200. Previous findings of GERV 
showed that these values of M give the best correlation between predicted 
and real ChIP-seq signals using cross-validation. For each alternate allele, we 
generated a score as the sum of differences in read counts from the reference 
allele at each position in this window. We regressed the number of repeats 
for each allele on this score and took the absolute value of the slope for each 
locus. We repeated the analysis on a set of randomly chosen negative-control 
loci. Control loci were chosen to match the distribution of repeat lengths and 
absolute signal for each mark in the reference genome. We used a Mann-
Whitney rank test to compare the magnitudes of the slopes between the eSTR 
and control sets for each mark.

Overlap of eSTR and GWAS genes. Aggregate results for seven common 
diseases (rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, 
blood pressure, bipolar disorder and coronary artery disease) were downloaded 
from the NHGRI GWAS catalog, accessed on 12 June 2015. Relevant genes 
were selected from the columns “Reported Gene(s)” and “Mapped_Gene”. To 
generate a null distribution, we chose 1,000 sets of randomly selected genes 
matched to eSTR-associated genes on the basis of expression in LCLs (differ-
ence in FPKM <10) and cis heritability (difference in variance explained by cis 
biallelic variants <5%). We compared the overlap of GWAS genes with eSTR 
genes versus the 1,000 control sets to determine an empirical P value.

eSTR associations with human traits. To generate STR genotypes for each of the 
individuals in the UK10K TwinsUK data set, we ran lobSTR v2.0.3 on each BAM 
file using the options fft-windowsize = 16, fft-window-step = 4 and bwaq = 15.  
The resulting BAM files were analyzed using v2.0.3 of the lobSTR allelotyper 
with default options, resulting in STR genotypes for 1,685 individuals.
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We then performed an association test between each STR and each phe-
notype. To control for population structure, we adjusted STR dosages and 
phenotypes for the top ten ancestry principal components based on common 
SNPs (MAF 5%) after LD pruning. Principal components were computed using 
EIGENSTRAT78 v5.0.1. Phenotypes were further adjusted for the age at which 
the phenotype was measured. Association tests were performed between the 
adjusted dosages and the quantile-normalized adjusted phenotypes.

We were able to analyze the TwinsUK cohort for the following 38 phe-
notypes (in parentheses, the PMID reference given by TwinsUK to describe 
the phenotype measurement procedure): albumin (19209234), alkaline 
phosphatase (19209234), apolipoprotein A-I (15379757), apolipoprotein B 
(15379757), bicarbonate, bilirubin (19209234), body mass index, creatinine 
(11017953), diastolic blood pressure (16249458), heart rate (19587794), 
FEV1 (17989158), FEV1/FVC ratio (17989158), FVC (17989158), γ-glutamyl 
transpeptidase (19209234), glucose (19209234), high-density lipoprotein 
(19016618), standing height (17559308), hemoglobin (19862010), hip circum-
ference (17228025), homocysteine (18280483), C-reactive protein (21300955), 
insulin (16402267), mean corpuscular volume (19862010), packed cell volume 
(10607722), phosphate (12193151), platelet count (19221038), red blood cell 
count (19820697), sodium (18179892), systolic blood pressure (16249458), 
total cholesterol (19820914), triglycerides (15379757), urea (18179892), uric 
acid (19209234), waist circumference (17228025), white blood cell count 
(19820697), weight (17016694) and waist-hip ratio.

We then examined the association in the 666 eSTR loci for which the eSTR 
significantly improved the variance in gene expression when combined with 

the lead eSNP (nominal ANOVA P < 0.05). Of these eSTRs, 499 were geno-
typed in >1,000 participants. For each phenotype, q values were calculated by 
adjusting the P values using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Only hits 
with a q value <0.1 are reported.
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